








BLACKBOX

is the Missing Link between Industrial and TripHop.

Produced by Berlin based mastermind René Rose and

co-produced and engineert by Thommy Hein

[Queens of the Stone Age, Bushido, Corvus Corax, etc.] BLACKBOX

connects the two traditional alongside existing genres of Electro and

Alternative to a real independent style, which feeds the habits of the

scenes best and sneaky serves and offers new skills and styles in the

same moment.

EBM beats and sounds plus kickAss_livedrums are pressing the material

powerful and hungry to the front and always leave enough room for

psycedelic downtempo_passages which are deeply rooted in the

BLACKBOX.













The debut album from BLACKBOX comprises 12 tracks and is titled as

one of the songs:

cracker
The album was engineered during an absolute speed_rush_short_term

in the Berlin based Thommy Hein Studio in 2008. Hein is Rose's 1st

choice in finding a congenial partner for building the BLACKBOX sound.

The result is an album, to which it's hard to find a stylistic second one

in Germany.

The Alternative_Industrial_TripHop_Monster has bitten itself into the

world - the 2nd Album is in progress.





All this is because of a powerful base.

Rose was touring Europe with many acts, and knows what it takes to

be stylistically successful in recordings  and live_performances.

This all works best with german lyrics and makes BLACKBOX intersting

for the north_american and asian fan as for the national market as well.

As a German artist, with his own attitude, BLACKBOX

stands also for an alternative to the german-music-export.





BLACKBOX

ist ein Live_Alien, das sich bei den Shows an die Außenwand seines

Sound_Raumgleiters festbeißt, und sich angetrieben durch hybride

Beats durch den Orbit pumpt.

Punch und Downbeat sind der Treibstoff für die Performances.

KlickerKlackerBrzz trifft Boom!

BLACKBOX

is a Live_Alien, which has bitten itself at the outside of its

Sound_Spaceglider during the shows, and is driven by hybrid beats which

are pumping the monster through the orbit.

Punch and downbeat are the fuel for the performances.

KlickerKlackerBrzz meets Boom!




